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a social history of hebrew
The Lissan nonprofit teaches Hebrew to 400 Arab women in Jerusalem seeking more independence and employment opportunities.

arab women in jerusalem study hebrew for a stronger future
In bygone years, when you’d open the pages of J. or its antecedents, you’d see a section that featured items like this: ‘Invitations have been issued by Miss Jane Prager for a formal dance, to be

once upon a time, our ‘society’ pages chronicled the lives of jewish women
Researching family history in a popular pastime these days, and television programs about genealogy and DNA testing have fueled that interest. Online database companies have made available billions

for an of’ prospector of jewish genealogy, J.’s new archives are a gold mine
For some Jewish tweens, Judith Kaplan Eisenstein’s reality was their worst nightmare. The evening before, Eisenstein’s father, Rabbi Mordechai Kaplan, told his daughter that she would be having a bat

a century after first bat mitzvah, jewish coming-of-age still evolves
You would think that people who study ethics all day (the ultra-Orthodox) would be more sensitive to their fellow Jews. And some of them are. You would think that people who proclaim at every junctures

deep hatred tearing apart the jewish people can masquerade as mere indifference
Italy had small Jewish communities in many cities an intensely constricted way of life and the social solidarity that results. MEIS, then, serves a vital function, for it consolidates this history

a jewish museum in the italian town of ferrara that insists on reckoning with history
Two cases at Washington State public universities provide a glimpse into tensions between donors and colleges.

‘It’s outrageous’: 2 donor conflicts reveal tensions for jewish-studies scholars
Many Jews escaping Putin’s invasion of Ukraine see Israel as another conflict zone, and are finding a more welcoming approach in Germany.

why jewish refugees from ukraine are choosing germany over israel
The false p relationship in Jewish h story would be a particularly meaningful position in the university that trains more social-studies teachers than any other in the state. Two years later, the
two donor controversies show the precarious position of jewish studies programs
We’ve been rediscovering the history of Ukrainian Jewry and its influence on our poetry and literature, rediscovering in some cases our own roots in the country. We asked readers with particular

‘we are the memory-keepers now’: readers of ukrainian heritage reflect on the country’s jewish history
On the south end of Stillwater sits a two-story wooden building next to a one-story stone structure that looks more like a garage than anything else.

column: a history of the bergstein shoddy mill
After five years, the Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects-revitalization of the Jewish Theological Seminary campus is complete

the jewish theological seminary unveils tod williams billie tsien architects’ long-awaited campus redesign
There is still a certain rejection of African history in the west.’ An Interview with Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch
Jewish leaders say people are becoming emboldened to act on hate, and they are particularly concerned about cases in schools.

‘there is still a certain rejection of african history in the west,’ an interview with catherine coquery-vidrovitch
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